
It’s now more than 50 years ago that

Doug Blackhurst created a

construction industry icon in an

outbuilding of his Peak District

home, but when the Minimix was born few

could have imagined how ubiquitous it

would become on British building sites. “I

have a very clear memory of me and my

Dad lining up ten mixers in a row in front

of this shed so we could take a picture,”

recalls son Ron Blackhurst, as he stands

outside the entrance to what is now the

TUFFTRUK assembly line. “We were so

proud simply because we’d never made

that many.” Fast forward five decades and

Ron is again in that very same shed,

fashioning a labour and time saving

solution for the industry for which he and

his family have devoted their careers.

In the intervening years Belle would

become one of British manufacturing’s

most recognisable names, with a £50

million turnover to match, and the

business was sold to Altrad Group in

2008. Whilst many might have

embraced the sunset of retirement, Ron

had unfinished business with pedestrian

dumpers and set about developing a

machine that was an improvement on

what was already on the market.

Ron’s concept was based on the

rejection of clunky gears in favour of the

ease of use hydrostatic drive, but

through hours of labour in his workshop

the ideas kept coming. “I decided that it

should be articulated, for instance, and

the first models were also electric

powered. What would emerge would be

effectively a mini site dumper, except

you would walk behind it instead of sit

on it and drive. It’s extremely

manoeuvrable in tight spaces, simplicity

itself to operate, and the skip can be

tipped by pulling a lever.”

When a hobby became a burgeoning

business, Andrew Simpson, formerly

Belle’s Engineering Manager, joined Ron

as General Manager in 2012 and

together they would build the Truxta

range. Today, the Staffordshire-based

firm’s family of machines includes not

only the Bendie, available with a choice

of diesel, petrol or electric powertrain,

but also the entry level and petrol only

Quadro. “All of the machines have the

same standard chassis, and all the

internal combustion engine variants

feature hydrostatic drive,” adds Andrew.

“We see the Quadro as competing more

directly with what is already in the

pedestrian dumper market because,

since it isn’t articulating, it’s a simpler

design that hits a similar price point to

its competitors.”

“We began in earnest at Saltex in 2014

where we were showing two Quadros

and four examples of the Bendi, and at

that stage that was all we had. The latter

generated real interest because it is

genuinely unique, and that was the unit

we decided to concentrate on.” Since

then growth has been prodigious, with

sales increasing by a factor of three in the

years from 2015, an expansion fuelled by

a highly successful export strategy.”

The design is a labour saving device

in the truest sense. The tipping skip

means you don’t have to pick it up to
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discharge a load and it oscillates over

rough ground. In essence the machine

does all of the work. With the Bendi you

can drive through a standard front door

and turn right or left into one of the

reception rooms with virtually no

physical effort on the part of the

individual at the controls. With a tracked

or rigid alternative, to make the same

turn, the machine would have to be

physically swung round.

“We also pride ourselves on the safety

features we’ve built in,” declares Ron.

“The hydrostatic system means it benefits

from dynamic braking. If you were to let

go of it it would just stop, and once in

neutral a completely fail safe mechanical

deadman’s brake clicks in. Even on the

steepest incline and fully loaded the

machine will hold. That was always one of

the most critical factors in our initial

design brief – if the engine stalls it won’t

roll back onto the operator, and the same

applies to our electric models.”

The Truxta’s modular design makes it

extremely versatile. If the wheels are

changed from one side to the other it

can be reduced from 850mm wide to

730mm. That means either Quadro or

Bendi can be equipped with either a

450kg capacity skip or, for narrower

access, a smaller 300kg load area.

Equally, the noiseless, fume free

operation of the electric models is

ideally suited to indoor applications.

Officially launched in 2017, the

Quadro represents the next stage in the

journey – a machine which is designed

to widen the catchment area of the

Truxta concept still further. “We’ve taken

all of the refinements from the Bendi

and added them to a pick and steer

model,” enthuses Andrew. “This is also a

four wheel drive machine, with

hydrostatic and all of the same safety

features, but is positioned at a price that

will appeal to the local jobbing builder.”

A testament to the Truxta story is its

success abroad, with 95 per cent of

what’s produced in the Peak District going

beyond our shores in export. In Europe

the machines are sold under the

Bergmann brand, with a similar agreement

in place for the US with Multiquip. 

For more information on the Truxta range of powered mini dumpers use the reader enquiry number 134

Britain
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